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I have had the privilege of presenting the Volume At Price indicator to a number of 
audiences over the last 18 months.

In this article, I will demonstrate how I use it to trade options, as well as looking at 
Long Calls as an alternative to going Long Underlying (Shares) with a stop loss. 
 

The Problem with Stop Losses 
This analysis follows on from an article entitled “Forget The Stop, You've Got 
Options” (Drakoln). He cites two disadvantages of using stop losses;
 • Considerable slippage in a fast moving market
 • Being whipsawed in a consolidating market. 
 
In this article, I want to explore these two events and consider them from a Volume 
At Price (VAP) perspective.

Key points to remember about Volume At Price (VAP) 
As we have seen from the Volume At Price presentations - VAP quickly and easily 
identifies areas where the stock is likely to
 • Provide Support and Resistance
 • Gap through 
 
VAP is most useful in mean-reversion (range) trading. It tells us where to enter, not 
when. We rely on other tools to give us timing signals. 
 
 
Are Long Options an alternative to stop-losses? 
Stop losses are the cornerstone of trade management, yet are inherently 
problematic. This is amplified by Gaps, which will magnify slippage. Futhermore, 
once a trader have been kicked out of the trade, where and when do they re-enter?

Options are well known to depreciate over time. This is seen as one of their many 
purported faults. However, the flipside is that they only depreciate over time, 
because they buy the trader time for the trade to move in the right direction. They 
could be viewed as having a prevailing, albeit temporary, stop-loss, as opposed to 
the sudden death stop loss found by trading the underlying stock.

QBE as an Example 
I am using the Australian stock, QBE as an example because it has been range-
bound between $9.50 and $15.00 for several  years and displays several principles 
quite nicely that I wish to drawn on. It also is subject to large, sharp moves in both 
directions, which makes it potentially a good stock to trade options.
 
As can be seen in Figure 1, the stock has;
  
 • Risen sharply after the Trump election from $9.23 to 13.6 (= 47%) from   
  November 2016 to early May
 • Fallen sharply when a trading update in late June sent it from $13.48 to   
  $11.45 (= 15% fall)
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 • Partially recovered to just shy of $12.00 at the time of writing (29th June 2017).
 
It has not provided a clear buy signal on the RSI or MACD.
Using Volume At Price on the same chart, we can identify the;
 • Low Volume Nodes (LVN) - coinciding with fast moves, gaps, support and resistance
 • High Volume Nodes (HVN) - coinciding with slow moves, consolidation.

FIGURE 1: QBE (DAILY) - 18 MONTHS, VAP, RSI, MACD
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Is an Entry Point near?
Over the last few days, QBE seems to have found support at the $11.50 level, so the question becomes “Is an Entry Point near?”
 
The first answer is the usual Technical Analysis response. It depends upon your time frame.
Timeframe and perspective are two sides of the same coin.
 
At $11.5, it is exactly halfway between significant support at $9.5 and $13.5, so for some the answer to the question “Is an Entry 
Point near?” may be simply no, as it is in the middle of a long-term range.
 
Looking at it from a shorter term perspective, say the last 7 - 8 months, and considering Volume at Price analysis on the daily 
chart, we can clearly identify the following characteristics of the price movement, summarised in Table 1.

The issue has become that the stock has gapped right through the significant HVN around the $12.5 mark, and also the lesser 
HVN at the $11.75 level, passing through two LVN (support levels in the process).
 
Is there a trade?
 
Personally, I was looking to enter around the $11.5 mark.
 
The issue is, as we have learnt from VAP studies, if it were to fall through that level, it would almost certainly move to $11.25 
(HVN) and even possibly overshoot to near the $11.00 level, before settling around the $11.25 before the next move. It would 
continue in this behaviour up or down, extending to the LVNs before consolidating around the HVNs, depicted in Figure 2.

RESEARCH

TABLE 1: QBE - NODES, SUPPORT AND RESISTANCE LEVELS AND GAPS

FIGURE 2: QBE - POSSIBLE PATHWAYS USING VAP

Stock Price VAP Nodes Support and Resistance Gaps

$12.50 HVN Resistance

$12.00 LVN Support *4, now resistance Gaps

$11.75 HVN

$11.50 LVN Previous resistance, now support Gaps

$11.25 HVN

$11.00 LVN Gaps

LVN:  $12.00

HVN:  $11.75

LVN:  $11.50

HVN:  $11.25

LVN:  $11.00
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Why I did not enter by buying the stock?
The reason I like trading options is the versatility it provides, 
provided they are reasonably priced. If options are cheap 
(low volatility environment), I can buy the options with the 
built in stop loss. But options become expensive as a result 
of high volatility, which is usually associated with sudden 
declines. This is because stocks tend to fall faster than 
they rise. So with the recent sharp falls, the options are too 
expensive. So at this stage, options are not an option!

Alternatively, I could have bought the stock and tried to 
manage with a stop loss, dealing with the issues I have 
outlined above.

The issue here was that $11.5 was a LVN area, which means 

that it was (equally?) likely to move either to $11.75 or $11.25, 
the next HVN in either direction, or overshoot in those 
directions. And because the trend was down, between $11.25 
and $11.00 were likely targets. As you can see illustrated in 
Figure 2, the price tends to move below the HVN towards the 
next LVN, before settling around the HVN.

This means that if I had entered the trade at $11.50, my 
stop would have needed to be around the $11.15. More 
importantly, if I was stopped out, where would I get back in?  
If I did get stopped out at $11.15, and it did not breach $11.00, 
it would be consolidating around the $11.25 level. 

If I tried to re-enter at the $11.50 level, I might just be 
repeating history. And I would be effectively buying at $11.50, 

So coming back to the question, did I get in at around $11.50 for a nice quick profit? The answer is No.

As it so happened, on 27th June, it opened down at around $11.50, touched $11.45, before ending at about $11.78.
The VAP on a daily basis shows how quickly the price reverted, and more importantly, how little volume was traded below 
$11.50, depicted in Figure 3.  
In the following days, it rebounded to almost $12.00, before settling around the $11.75 level as this point in time.

FIGURE 3: QBE (MINUTE) - EIGHT DAYS, VAP
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selling at $11.15, buying back at $11.50, with the chance I would be selling again at $11.15.

If I tried to re-enter at around the $11.25 level, with a lower stop-loss, I have effectively extended my stop-loss on the original 
trade. 

And if I tried to enter at $11.00 with a lower stop loss I am just chasing the market down. 

To avoid this, I prefer to use options, when the price is right.

Coming back to the two issues: 
 
 1) Gaps - A second market shock, following the trading update, which may be released after the market closes, could really  
  hurt my open position, with losses far exceeding what I had anticipated. It would gap right through the LVN, and now we  
  are looking around the $10.75 level for consolidation.
  
 2) Whipsawing - If the stock bounced around the $11.40 - $11.20 level, and I continued to try and enter there is a good   
  chance that I would be continually kicked out, my losses again could magnify.
   
  The beauty of options is perfectly illustrated in this scenario as I would be only exposed to a single loss (the initial   
  premium), yet I would also be exposed to the eventual(?) upside, provided it occurred prior to the options expiry date. For  
  that benefit, I would be happy to wear the time decay.

Why did I not enter using long calls?
Clearly, my preferred tactic in this scenario is to use long calls, with that built in stop loss that is semi-durable. 
But I did not enter using long calls for three reasons, illustrated in Figure 4.
  
 1) On the 27th of June, volatility was high and decreasing, making not only long options expensive, but significantly the   
  premium would be likely to decrease in value from both time decay (theta) and falling volatility (Vega).  This is seen as the  
  spike in the Long Term Volatility (Green Line) versus the Short Term Volatility (Purple Line).
  
 2) In addition, the premium was all extrinsic (time) value. My strike could be deeper in the money, but then I start to commit  
  more to the trade.
  
 3) The breakeven for the $11.50 28th September which theoretically were priced at 63c was about $12.13 including   
  brokerage. With such an expensive premium, big moves are required just to break-even.
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FIGURE 4: QBE (DAILY) - EIGHT MONTHS, ROTOR PAYOFF DIAGRAM®, VOLATILITY, VAP

So what am I looking for to enter the trade?
To match my criteria for the trade I need:
  
Right Position - I would like to see QBE test $11.50 support (LVN) again. If I was trading the long stock I would be faced with 
exactly the same problems as before, in terms of trying to manage the stop loss.
 
Right Premium - But the second time the price nears the $11.50 level; the volatility should be significantly lower making the 
premium value much more affordable and much less prone to falling volatility, with volatility falling from around 28% to near 
20%, if the share price decline was gradual.
 
This means that my QBE 28/9/17 11.5 Calls should be priced around 43c, adjusted for time decay.
 
Right Time - I would now be looking to other TA indicators to provide a buy signal around that level.
 
So I would like to enter at around 43c, which would be about the premium price should the underlying price settle around $11.5, 
and the volatility declines significantly. By waiting for this volatility decline, I would be risking around $1500 less in premium (63c 
- 43c) * 79 contracts * 100 shares per contract = $1580.

Managing the trade after entry 
Without getting too far ahead of myself, if the share price falls to $11.15 soon after the entry at 43c the options would be worth 
around 25c, should this happen within the first week or so, as shown in Table 2. I have used this example to illustrate the 
scenario of timing it wrong and the stock continues its rapid descent.
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Crucially, at this point I am still in the trade. I have time for the trade to work, and time to rethink my position.
 
It is worth remembering that the premium paid on the option is the maximum we can lose, it does not mean that it is the 
maximum that we have to lose. I could at this point close out my options trade.
 
Significantly, the share price would need to fall to below $10 for the entire premium to be lost soon after the trade entry, as 
shown in Table 4. 

TABLE 2: QBE OPTIONS TRADE - TRADE CALCULATIONS BASED ON FALL TO $11.15 ON 3RD JULY

The calculations can be done several ways to illustrate the point, but would be something like this.
 
If I decide that I am willing to risk about 3 ½ K, ($3,475), I can determine how many shares and how many options contracts that 
equates to.  Importantly, whilst the maximum at risk for the options trade is - $3,475, this only occurs at expiry if the price is 
below $11.50. Should the share price decline fairly quickly (in the first week or so) to around the $11.15 level, the actual loss is 
only in the order of -$1,400.

TABLE 3: QBE OPTIONS TRADE - LONG STOCK VERSUS LONG CALLS

Shares Options

No. of Contracts 79.2  N.B. Not rounded for illustration purposes

Shares per Contract 100

No of Shares (Equivalent) 10129 7919

Total Delta 100%  $10,129  51% $4.038

Strike Price $11.50

Entry Price $11.50 $   0.43

Opening Brokerage $      35 $      35

Total Outlay $116,514 $3,475

Closing Brokerage $      35 $      35

Closing Out Position (Stop Loss Level $11.15) $11.15

Option Premum At Stop Loss (After 5 Days) $   0.25 = Original Premium - (∆ * Price Movement)

Total Loss At Stop Loss if Close Out Position -$3,475 -$1,448

Absolute Maximum At Risk -$116,514 -$3,475
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TABLE 4: QBE OPTIONS TRADE - TRADE CALCULATIONS BASED ON FALLS BELOW $10 ON 3RD JULY

One further point, because the delta is about half at entry (Strike Price = Underlying Price = At the Money), it means that all else 
being equal, the trader is going to experience less gains and less losses versus holding the underlying. 
However, this potential benefit is lost if the trader decides to double down.  The analogy is thinking you can drink twice as much 
diet soft drink because it contains only half the calories. Options have the unique ability of either reducing risk, or increasing 
risk, depending on how they are used.

In summary
Coming back to the original issues with stops losses, 
 • Considerable slippage in a fast moving market
 • Being whipsawed in a consolidating market
 
Many novice traders are kicked out of trades because their stop-losses are too tight, and whilst licking their wounds, watch to 
see the trade head in their anticipated direction. Options should be considered in this case.
 
Options lose value over time because they buy you time for your trade to head in the right direction, rather than the sudden 
death that is the nature of stops on shares.
 
Options can be used in the place of buying the underlying shares, but the conditions have to be right not only from a technical 
analysis perspective, but also in terms of the premium price.
 
The novice will try and enter the options trade on the first dip. More experienced (patient) options traders will wait for a re-test 
of this level when the volatility has declined. This is in addition to a timing signal being present.
 
 
 
Paul McLaren is the Managing Director of Enhance Your Options Pty Ltd, which specialises in the training and education of options 
trading. This analysis is intended for education purposes only and is not intended as a trade recommendation. Individuals are 
encouraged to consult their financial advisor to help determine if options are suitable for them.
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